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THIN THE LIVES OF * TROUBLED,, FA},II L IES
PHENOMENOLOGICAL STUDY

RUTHELLE WINFREY WEST

JUNE

2OOO

Despite increased knowledge and trained professionals
in the fiel-d of human behavior, growing numbers of
dysfunctional families are overwhelming the human service
systems and society at-1arge. This qualitative study
focused on the childhood experiences of two women from
" troubl-ed" f amilies and exprored their percept j-ons and
interpretations of their parents' maturity and responsible
behavior. Their comments were then compared. to the Gl-obalCrlteria o f Maturity. The phenomenological- approach was
used in expl-oring the chil-dhood experiences of these women.
I t was f ound througrh the study that the two women perceived
their parents'behavior as being responsibl-e but, orr the
other hand, they sensed their parents' behavior as
immature

.

The implications of this study would indicate that if
" dysfunctional-" parents or other rol-e models are immature
and lack responsibility, the Iikelihood of their child.ren
becoming mature and respons ible may be more di f f icul_t .
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I : INTRODUCTION

In today's society, families are plagued with many
situat.ions and problems. In the community-at-Iarge we are
faced with increased violence in schools, teenage
pregnancies, violent crimes, undereducated minority
students, and increasing number of people with mental
iIlness, all related or possibty related t,o the fact that
people are coming from "dysfunctional" families (Friedman,
MeDernut, Soloman, et a.I., 1997) . Society in qeneral has
played a part in supporting this "dysfunctional family
syndroffi€r" and will probably continue unless we the
publ-ic / society intervene or provide supportive prevention
programs. Attention needs to be focused back onto the
parents, the schools, and the community. rnstead of the
government making more laws to enforcer or allowing drugs
to prevail or building more jails, or the medical community
having to prescribe more psychotropic medications for
people, we need to break the perpetual- cycle of the
intergenerationaJ " dys f unctional-" f amil_ies .
As Virginia Satir (L912) states, tta system will

stay the same until- it dies naturarry or something
happens ." Bedrosian and Bozicas ( 1 994 ) state that the
system of parenting is probabry the most complex and
demanding undertaking that any adult w1I1 have over his or
her l-rf etime. Parenting is 1argely a sel_f less task, one
that requires a great dear of sacrifice, Fdtience, and
self-discipline.
Parents need the support and expertise of
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sel-f-discipl-ine. Parents need the support and expertise of
the schools and the community in order to help create a
healthy, productive, and viable family. As Jane cowenFl-etcher (1993 ) states in her book, " It takes a village to
raise a child."
Significance of a Dysfunctional FamiIy
Few parents have the needed knowl-edge and attrihutes
to raise a "healtht'' family (Love, l9g0) . Most parents are
not clear about the emotional needs of their children, and
they have not learned the important lesson of the

difference between parenting vs. partnering. when many
people start families, they do not have a workable model
for deveroping a positive family life. They carry their
baggage from their parent's relationship, and. many times,
do not look for new or better ways of parenting because (1)
survival- i s a basic goal f or them, and (z) they are too
dys functional to seek help ( Friel and Friel, 1 9g g ) .
Because all families do thlngs differently, some better
than others, the dysfunctional family has a d.irect impact
upon the American society and the local cofirmunity. It is
important that assistance is given to families who are too
dys functional to seek help by providing l-ess intrusive ways
of educating and supportingr them.
The goal of this study is to rook at the rived

experiences of people who have come f rom " troubl-ed,,
famil-ies and to explore how maturity and responsibility

plays a part in a dysfunctionar family. we know that

as
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parents or those close to us ( Pikunas,

. The question
that comes to mind is how does maturity and responsibility
in a family relaLe to the dysfunction of a family?
1

97 6 )

Research Questions

This research study investigated and explored in-depth
the experiences of two women who were raised in a
" troubled" f amiIy. (As you wil-l notice, the word troubled
and dysfunctional will be used interchangeable throughout
the text. The word "dysfunctional" is defined and
discussed on pages 1 and 23.) This study used a
phenomenological- approach to explorer coll-ect, and analyze
their l-ife experiences so that central- themes and patterns
could be identified,
This study expl-ored to what extent did the
participants learn to he mature and responsible individuals
from their parents. were their parents mature and
responsibl-e? In what way did they imitate their parents,
behavior or not? What does maturity and responsibility
look like in families that were identify as dysfunctional?
These questlons were explored through the examj-nations of
these two women' s rived chirdhood experiences.
chapter Two provides the background for this
phenomenologicar quaritative study in the form of a
literature review. Chapter Three describes the theoretical
and conceptual framework of this study. chapter Four
expl-ains the methodol-ogy used in this research, and Chapter

4

Five outl-ines the findings and discussion about the study.
The fast chapter, Chapter Six, discusses the implications
for social work practice, social policy, and future
research possibilities .
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CHAPTER

II:

LITERATURE REVIEW

This literature review explores the definitions and
characteristics of * dysfunctional-" f amil-ies vs , " healtht''
families. what is a "dysfunctionar" family and. what is a
'healthf' family? What contributes to a family in becoming
dysfunctional, or are they that way in the beginning? rn
this chapLer, viewpoints and discussion from severalprofessionals who have attempted to defi-ne a
"dysfunctional/troubred" famiry wil-l- be presented.
specifically, definitions of terms will be given, and
characteristics and patterns of *healthi/' families. Also,
the causes of " dys funct j,onal-" f amilies wi 11 be presented as
wel'I as the gaps in the literature and the theoretj-cal- and
conceptual framework that guides this study.
Characteristics of "Health/, Families
Virginia Satir (7912) states 1n her book Peoplemakin q
that in the ideal family, adults cl-earIy show their own
uniqueness, demonstrate their powerr show their sexuality,
demonstrate their ability to share through understanding,
exhibit kindness and affection, use common sense, and are
realistic and responsible about life. She also states that
there is no such thing as a perfect family, or perfect
parents- She believes that a family is a system. Within
this system there are several individual parts that are
essential and that are related to one another. The key
words that Satir (7912) contrlbutes to describe an idealf amily are unlquer powerful, sexuar, sharing, sensibl_e,
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realistic and responsible ( Satir, 1972) . I f these items
are achieved, Sdtir continues to state that a whol-e host of
other things wil-1 folIow such as honesty, sincerity,
creativity, love, interest, zest, competence, and
constructive probl-em-solving .
comer and Poussaint

) states that a o hearthf'
family is one where members of a family experience respect
for their rights and concern for their need.s and accepts
responsibility by contrihuting to the weIl being of the
family. They bel-j-eve that if parents teach children to
have respect for one another, then children will be abl-e to
work out ways in later times to have their rights and needs
met. Children in this kind of family wil-l al-so Iearn fair
pray, to accept responsibility, cooperation, and to
compromise when necessary. Also, Comer and poussaint
(1992) states "Children who grow up in such settings will
be less rigid as adults, have Jess anger and rage, have
]ess need to dominate or exploit others, and will- not stand.
for the abuse of their rights and neglect of their needs.,,
(1

992

Love (1990) states that in a healthy family, there is
a clear separation between ad.ults and children. With this
cl-ear separation, adutts meet the needs of chil-d.ren and it
prevents the chil-dren f rom meeting the needs of parents,
and children are not al-l-owed to become part of the family

support system. within each subgroup of a family, there
are definite expectations for each.

1

Definitions of a " Dysfunctional" Family
According to Beaver and Hampson (1990) , *t a family
dysfunction is based on the interactj-ve patterns in the
family, with emphasj-s on how well the family can organize
and managre itself ." Bedrosian and Bozicas (1994 ) def ine a
dysfunctional family as one where a number of factors come
together to impede the development of a chiId. In
combination with several factors in a child.'s life, al-I of
these factors work against a child in devefoping a strong
sel- f -esteem, coping strategies, and constructive
rel-ationships . Stanton Simandle (1993 ) states that '. a
family is dysfunctional- if any compulsj-ve behavior is
present and seeks to control- others rather than to
f acilitate a stronger j-nner sense of serf ." Accord.ing to
Gumbiner (1996), many professionals have tried to define
this phenomenon but there has been no concl-usive definition
of a dysfunctional family and no agreed upon methods of
assessment (Gumbiner et nf ., 1996) . Erie] and Friel_ (1ggg)
state that:
"In a'healthy'' family, child.renrs need.s for
securityr wdrmth, nurturance and guidance are met most
of the time. In dysfunctional- families, these needs
are not met enough or not at all, and these chil-d.ren
enter adurthood with a sense of incompreteness/
mistrust, and fear inside of themserves, along with a
strong need for some kind of security outside of
themselves, As adul-ts who grew up in troubred
f amil-ies, we constantly seek to f irl up the empty parts
inside of us that were never met while we were growing
uFr and it is the external search for our unmet needs
that ]eads us into addictive rifestyles."
(p. 71)

S

ince there has not been a

concl-us

ive

de f

ini

and Freil's along with simandl-ers expranation of

t i on,

F

rieI

a

dysfunctionar family was utllized as a conceptual
definition used in this paper for the purpose of this
s

tudy

.

characteristics of Dysfunctional Famil_ies
Each of the authors covered 1n this section describes
the *dysfunctional" famil-ies in different kind of ways and
uses different terminologty. Friel- and Frie1 (1gBB), and
Satir (L912) describe a "dysfunctional,, in the most
comprehensive details of a]I of the authors. Both of these
authors are quite thorougrh and have written extensively
about this subj ect .
According to Frier and Eriel (1ggB), severar
characteristics identify a "dysfunctional,, family. They
l-ist the fol_lowing traits:
(1) Physical, emotional or sexual abuse/neglect and
vicarious abuse
(2)

Perfectioni

(3)

Rigid rules, l-i f estyre and,/or belief system
The "No tark rul- e" / keeping " the family secrets,,
rnability to identify and/or express feelings
Triangulation (one person used as intermediary)

(4)

(s)
(6)

sm

(7)

Double messagesldouble binds

(8)

rnability to play, have fun and be spontaneous
High torerance for inappropriate behavi or /pain

(e)

9

(101 Enmeshment (p. T4-?5)

Of these ten traits, Frie1 and Friel- state that the
degree in which these traits appear in a famiry is
signif icant - The higher the degrree (intensity and amount
the more overal-l- dysfunction a family has. one can ask,

),

traits from this tist does a famiry possess, how
often do they occur, and with what intensity do they
appear? After considering each one of these questions 1 d
family's overall l-evel of dysfunctional can be identified.
In concl-usion, Friel and Friel state that one must rememher
that every famil-y has faults but it is when those faults
begin to interfere with family member's feelingrs and sense
of dignity, problems occur.
how many

Most of the authors in this section focused

on

relating their characteristic and patterns to the o systems,,
approach discussed in satir, s (lggz) book peo Iemakin g.
she states in her book that there are two kinds of
families. a troubred family and a nurturing famiry. A
nurturing f amiry operates as an o open,, system while a
troubled famiry operates as a "cl_osed,, system. she
describes a " crosed" system as a family with members who
have little or no sel-f worth or sel-f- esteem. satir calls
this a opot." This crosed system communicates in a
destructive manner, enforces rigid or covert rures, and
experiences negative outcomes. The communication in this
f amily is indirect, unc1ear, unspeci f ic, and
incongruent
and takes the form of blaming, placating, computing,
and.
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distracting. Rules are covert, out-of-date, inhuman rules
remain the same, and any behavior has to change to meet the
establ-ished rules of the troubled f ami1y. outcomes in a
troubred f amily are described as accidental_, chaotic,
inappropriate, and destructive.

I
I

Dr. Love (1990) describes families as "enmeshed,, or
unhealthy. She sights Salvador Minuchin's work in dividing
up the family in three subgroups: (1) the " spousal unit,,
husband and wife, (2) the parental unit,
caretakers of
the chil-dren, and (3) the 'sibling unit,, which refers to
the children. Loves ( 1 gg0 ) describe in detail each
subgrroup with its dysfunctional attributes.
In the spousal
unit. she states that in an enmeshed family system, the
adults l-ack respect and intimacy between the partners.
Chrldren are the main source of affirmation and affection
for the adul-ts hugs, kisses, and touching are reserved
for the chlldren and not the partners. There is 1ittle
tolerance for differences. RuIes are either absent or
rigid. Partners " keep score, ,, and grudgres f or years .
There is often little pleasure found in the rel-ationship,
and they become overry reriant on their children,
tel-evision, outside activities, drugs r or alcohol f or their
simurati-on. Dysfunctional- coupres are of ten sexuarry
incompatible. They share few common actlvities.
They
violate intimacy by sharing concerns with their children
and not their adult partner. Financial concerns are a
source o f conf r ict . Enmeshed coupl_es may avoid ad.ul_t

11

I

functions al-together and use Jack of childcare as an
excuse. Partners in a dysfunctional family either deny or
blow problems out of proportion. rnstead of working
togrether to sol-ve a problem, this couple will blame each
other for the probl-em. verbar and physical abuse may be
evident .

Love

) believes that when a child is enmeshed. IN
the family system of this kind, the chird will carry the
unfinished business to other relationships, re-creating the
pattern of enmeshment or putting up invisible roadbl-ocks to
int imacy .
t

\

(1

990

Bedrosj-an and Bozicas describe a dysfunctional family

as: ( 1 ) the inability of an individual to parent
effectively, (2) rol-e of parent is assumed by the child
(ren) , (3 ) boundaries are viol-ated, (4 ) chil-d experi-ences
chronic rejection, (5) traumatic events, (6) distorted
cognition, and (7) distorted communication. Each factor by
itself is not enough to cause enduring difficulties by
themsel-ves but when in combinations, they can have a
devastating and dysfunctional_ effect upon child.ren in a
family.
Bilynsky and Vernaglia (1999) describe a d.ysfunctional_
family as a closed system with memhers in the family being
emotionally detached, cold and aloof . They bel-ieve that
there are various types of dysfunction. Some families have
rigid boundaries and appear to be cold and detached within
ftug-rfl:urg *J*$i*g* l,lhrrrv

I
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and outside of the family.

Other families have no clear
boundaries and the family is fused and enmeshed. They
continue to state that within dysfunctional families, Iove

is conditional, and family members are discouraged from
being different from the parents.
(1996) states that a dysfunctional family
exhibits several behaviors, which have neqatj_ve
consequences. Children emul-ate ad"ults or other role mod.eJs
Wal_l-ace

\

without understanding the significance of the behavior. An
example of this is, "within the Kennedy cl-anr w€ see
evidence that chirdren effectively gained. exposure to rol-e
model-s of service to qovernment with spirltuar and
re 1i gious moral- overtone s that are embraced and val-ued.r
ds
well- as to alcohorism and sexual promiscuity (walrace,
1ee 6) .,
rn examining the characteristics of alr_ of the
authors, they cover a wide range of patterns. Friel and
Friel (198I ) speak of the ten '* traits" charactertistics of
" dysf unctional-" f amilies. Satir (:-glZ) writes
about the
"cIosed" family system that creates a destructive force
within a family. Love (1gg0) discusses the ,.enmeshed,,
family and how the different subgroups operate within the
dysfunctional famiry. Bedrosian and Bozicas (1994)
describe individuar-s' inabrlity to parent effectively.
Bilynsky and Vernaglia (1gg9) described famil-1es as being
emotionatly detached., cold and aloof, and warl_ace (1g96)
speaks of behaviors that children emulate from parents
or

13

other role models without understanding the significance of
the behavior. To consider all of these concepts together,
a summary statement coul-d be developed. A " dys f unctional,,
family is where parents are emotionarly co1d, with an
enmeshed and closed system

of communication; and chlrdren
are impacted in such a manner that they emurate the
i-neffective parenting skirrs of their parents or rore
model-s.

ies May Be " Dys f unctional,,
Many factors possibly contribute to a family, s
"dysfunctj-onaI,, state. Love (1gg0) contributes personality
structures within the families to he the causes of a
dysfunctional Iife-style.
Family memhers Iive their Iife
by their learned varues, experiences, and support systems,
all of which plays an integral role in the development of
that particurar famiry. Arso, person, s or family, s
situational- experi-ences can contrj-bute to their quality of
life ' Love ( 1990 ) states that a family might be forced. to
cross over the line to a dys functional state f or survj-val
reasons. In many instances, situational factors can be
identifled as stressors, and these stressors create
"dysfunction" or probl-ems within a famiry. warl-ace (1g96)
s j-tes povertY, pre j udJ-ce, and di scrimination
as being the
most prevalent stressors in the united states. stressors
Why Eami l

impact each family in different ways.
Wallace (1996) continues to state that a family,s
strength can turn to a famify, s worst nightmare, For

L4

examplef a famify's strength could be that a single mother
has a job but she has to work for row waqes and live in
poverty -

to work during the evening hours and
negotiates a caretaker. The emerqence of the dysfunctional
family dynamics arises when she cannot spend time with her
children and littl-e attention is given to them. When she
has to arrang'e for a caretaker if one at all-, conditions
open the door for her chird.ren to be sexuarly abused,
molested or mistreated by neighbors and an irresponsible
caretaker. Thus, in this casef the motherrs d.esire and
need to support her family becomes her worst nigrhtmare.
She lacks affordable chil-dcare because of low wages or she
does not have a trustworthy extended family member to
assist her - I f this mother continues to work and provid.es
insuf f icient chirdcare because of l_ow waqes, Friel_ and
Friel (1988) refer to this as an addictive lifestyle.
This
situation contributes to an addictive Iifestyle that
creates a dysfunctional pattern in the family for survival_
She has

sake.

Discussion of the conceptual Framework
Throughout the readingr of the riterature on

"dysfunctional-" families, authors used the cognitiveBehavioral theory as a theoretical found.ation for their

studies. They berieved, as others have, that oa personrs
thinking is the principal determinant of emotions and
behavior (Turner, 1gg6) . Additions to that theory j_nclude
the Social Learning Theory (See Chapter 3) and the Eaml1y

15

System Theory, Some basic tenets of alI these theories

included that

) people Jearn behavior through
observation i (2) behavior is affected by perception or
interpretation of the environment; and (3) that different
interactions within and outside of the famiry system
af f ects the family (Ashford, Lecroyf and Lortie, lggj ) . rt
is an important concept of the Social Learning theory that
what people Jearn by perceiving and thinking about what
they experience contributes to their behavior. when
children learn by copying others negative behavior, this
accounts for chifdren becoming dysfunctional and continuing
the cycle unl-ess there is an intervention. payne (1997
states that " inappropriate" behavior, maybe unknown to the
observer, is caused by misperceptions and misinterpretation
of an event. Many chirdren observe their parent (s)
behavj-or without knowing the consequence that it may have
on their persona] l-ives. The purpose of this study is to
examine this relationship, and hopefully, identify
additional ways of helping "dysfunctional-,, families.
(1

)

Theoretical and conceptual- Frameworks
The theoretical- framework that guides this study is
that of Bandura' s social r-earning theory and pikunas, s
Globa] criterla of Maturity. The sociat l-earning t,heory is
predicated on the premise that human behavior is determined
by learning, and the main process of that learnj-ng is mad.e
through observational l-earning or model ing (payne, 19 gl J .
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This observationar learning takes place when a person
observes a role model and learns a new behavior as a resutt
of those observations. In this context, learning takes
place without any reinforcement or imitating what is being
observed (Ashford, Lecroy, and Lortie, 1 gg7 ) . perry and
Furukawa (1980) state that it is not necessary for a person
to be reinforced during the observation period or engage in
any overt practice for the observational learning to take
p1ace.

According to Bandura (lglt ) , there are two stages to
the observational- learning process. The first stagre is the

acquisition or l-earning of a response. The second stage
entail-s the performance of the modeled behavior. In the
acquj-sition stage r E person must pay attention to and
accurately perceive the important aspects of the modelrs
hehavior in order to learn this behavlor. The hehavior is
codedl organizedr or rehearsed to facilitate storage in the
memory. The second stagre of this observational l-earning
concerns the performance of the observer. The observer or
individual must be capabl-e of taking actions stored from
their memory and be motivated to carry out the observed
behavior.
Reinforcement and punishment may play a part in both

the acquisition of the modeled behavior and the performance
(Perry & Eurukawa, L980) . If the rol_e mod.el_ experiences
consequences to a specific behavior, the observer will
focus attention on that l-earned behavior. The observer

71

will learn at this point what consequences wil-l happen rf
the l-earned hehavior is performed.. The impact of the
consequences wil-I motivate the observer to perform or not
to perform the modeted behavior. once the observer has
I' earned a behavior, a vari ety o f f actors wi l- l- be cons
idered
before the behavior is performed.
The effects of observational_ rearning can be

disinhibitory or inhibitory (perry & Furukawa, l9B0) .
"Behaviors exhibited by the model which are followed by
positive consequences are like1y to prod.uce an increase in
the performance of these behaviors hy the observer (p.
133) .'
Disinhibitory learning is when the ]earned behavior
is enforced by successful outcomes of others. rnhibitory
learninq is when an observer considers a behavior and
experiences others receiving neqative outcomes, The
observer decides not to experience the Iearned behavior
because of the possible negative consequences.
This observational Iearning process is consldered
cognitive because peopre must pay attention to the rore
't

models and process this information in their memory

(Ashford, €t dI, p. 61 ) . This idea is expanded by noting
that most rearning is gained by peopre,s perceptions and
thinkingr about what they experience. people rearn by
copying others around them (payne, 1997) . Hudson and
MacDonald

(1

gB

6) describe it as follows

:

1B

in his or her mind.
done. They will rehearse the action by practicing or
noting it in their mind.
and identifies the consequences.

replicates the behavior.
fn order for a person/observer to carry out these
learned behaviors, they must possess a guality cal-led selfeffj-cacy- SeIf-efficacy refers to the observerrs bel-ief
about his or her ability to perform the learned behavj-or
and achieve the desired outcome. when people have a strong
self-efficacy, they have hiqh confidence in themselves to
perform certain behaviors. This high confidence wirl
support a person to engage in new situations and persist.
The Global criteria of Maturity from pikunas (1976)
list nine requirements for maturity. These nine criteria
will be used to compare the identified patterns and themes
derive from the gualitative data of the two intervlews,
Maturitv: refers to the following (pikunas,
1961):
1

- Differentiar Responsiveness. Refers to when a
person learns to act differentry in order to gain
a
certain response. person can understand the many
realities of 1ife, its dimensions, and their
rel-ationships. An essentiar er-ement of maturing is
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the progressive improvement in sensitivity

and

refinement of conceptuar interpretation, which

mean

the fol-lowing:
I a person knows how to behave/acL appropriately;

. a person understands realities,

it depths,

and

relationships;
. a person j-mproves sensitivity
feel ings ;
o

2

to self and others

and

a person arrives at correct explanation of
situation.

a

. fnterdependence. Refers to the ability to
on self and to

manaqe onet s

decisions apart from

a

depend

affairs and make

significant person in

ones

life.
3

Participative activity.

Refers to a person,

ability to act on his or her initiative,

s

set

groars,

and invol-ve the whol-e person in activities.
4

Appl i cati on

of

t(nowl edge

and Experi ences .

Re

f ers

to a person ability to stop and think about
important decisions and to establishes needs over
wants based upon prior experiences,
5

communication of Experiences. Refers to the

ability and wilringrness to share with significant
others emotionarly significant experiences.

6. sensitivity to the Needs of others. Refers to

lll

a person's ability to service the needs of others.
"t

Dearing constructively with Frustration.

"one

of the major signs of maturity is the increasing
abirity to delay the gratification of psychological
needs and to contror or tolerate considerabl_e

of disappointment, deprivation, anxiety, and
frustration in generar." oHe rearns ways to express

amounts

his drives and emotions without hurt.ing others or
himsel-f ." (Piknus, page 303)
U

willingness to Assume Adult Responsibilities .
Refers to a person's abirities and read.iness to

make

good judgements in regards to his or herrs person
9

status, duties, and obl igation .
Moral character. Refers to when a person
assimilates ethicar and mora.l- principres as a basis
for their behavior and adurt personarity.

In conclusion, thi s stud.y is based on the theoretical
frameworks of both the sociar learningr theory and the
Globa1 Criteria of Maturity. The following chapter will
discuss the methodology used during the study.

2t
CHAPTER

ITI :

METHODOLOGY

For the purpose of this study 1 d phenomenologicar

qualitative approach was used to examine the experiences of
the participants and how they percieved their parents being
mature and responsihl-e adults within their
Phenomenology

a

*I

f

amil-ies.

refers to a research method and rt focuses

on

j-ved" experience. eual-itative research seeks a

psychologically rich, in-depth understandingr of a situation
or individual. Phenomenology tries to discover the meaning
of a person's experience. The term gualitative refers to
the form of data and not to the specific research design
(Rein & Kelfy, ) . The phenomenological approach was ]inked

with a qualitatj-ve research method to stud.y maturity,
respons ibility
within " dys functionar', f amil-ies .

and

Within the qualitative methodologies, they a1l share
three fundamental themes (patton, 19g0). They are the
hol-istic, inductive, and the naturalistic inquiry. Within
the holistic view, it stresses that the whole is greater
than the sum of its part.

Therefore, qualitative methods

seek to understand a phenomena in-depth in ord.er to devefop
a complete understanding of a person, Fro![ram, or situation
(Rudestam & Newton, 1992) .

Within the inductive approach,

ohservations hegin with the specific and moves to the
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development of generar patterns that emerge from the topic

under study. The naturaristic inquiry focuses

on

understanding phenomena in their natural occurring state.

In conducting this reseach with these famil-ies, a1I three
of these themes were considered and utilized as the study
proceeded and culminated to a conclusion.
The experiences of what the participants of this study

observed about their parents, and their own maturity and
responsibl-e wirl be expl-ored. through an i nt e rvi ewing
process.

Important Concepts
The following concepts are identified and,/or defined.
because of the importance that they wiII have in the study:
Dvsfun C tional:

This term is defined in Chapter 2 of
the Literature Review, but it is important to note that the

phrase " troubred" f amiry vs. " dysfunctional,, f amiry was
used interchangeably throughout the narrative of this
study- while worklng with the participants the phrase
" troub-l-ed" f amily was used instead of " dys functional_,,
hecause the word " troubl-ed" seemed to be less of f ensive.
Closed

s ys tems

:

Refers to the negative behavior

patterns of a family system where a family communicates in
a destructive manner enforces rigid or covert rules and
experience negrative o utcomes. Communication is usually
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indirect, uncl-ear, unspecific, and incongrruent and takes
the form of blaming, placating, manipu.Iating, and
distracting. Rul-es are covert, out*of -d.ate, and sometimes
inhuman. All behaviors have to meet the estahlished. rules
of the family. Consequences in a family are unexpected,
chaotic, inappropriate and destructive (satir, l-glz)
Personal documents; Refers to an individual-'

s

descriptive, first-person account of the whole or a part of
his or her life or an individualrs reflection on a specific
event or topic.
ibi 1 i ty: Refers Lo a person who is dependab I e
and reriable; acts without guidance in regard to hi s /her
status, duties, and obl_igations.
Respons

Boundaries: a " physical and psychological space that

a

person creates around him or hersel- f to be a separate and
unique person from others in the world (Kunzman, 1 gg0,

p.30)."
Enmeshment: Refers to

a problem in boundary definition
where one's response is confused with anotherrs
responsibility. In other words, members of a family are in
everybody business in the family ( Friel and Friel, 1 gB g ) .

Data Collection
The process,

principres, and procedures of a
phenomenorogicar research guided the methodology used to
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conduct this research study.

Within this study, the researcher collected data by
interviewing the participants of the study. The data was
recorded and then transcribed into a written narrative
where it was further organized, analyzed, and then put into
central themes and patterns.
or Research euestion
Within this phenomenological study, the researcher is
interested in understanding the experiences of "trouhled.,,
families and in exploring to what extent do the children of
these families l-earn to be mature and responsible from
their parents' behavior, Are there other subject areas
such as maturity and responsibility in which social service
aqencies can incooperate into their pro qram/ therapy in an
effort to assist famiries and breaking the
intergenerational- cycle of dys f unction? The main thrust of
thi s study was to gather autobiogrraphical material- f rom
each adu]t participant - The main emphasis was for the
Maj

women f rom " dys functional-" f ami r ies

to share their
chil-dhood experiences and to el-aborate on how they observed
and interpreted their parents being mature and responsible The main research question was " To what

extent

do

children from dysfunctional families Iearn to be mature and
responsible from their parent's behavior? rn order to
coll-ect information to answer this question, the question
of, what was it liked being raised in your family was asked
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of the participants.

The other research questions

included:

(1) what does it mean to you for a persorl to be
mature? In what ways did your parent ( s ) show
their maturity?
(2) what does it mean to you for a person to be a
responsible individual? In what ways did your
parent (s) show that they were responsible peopre?
Other questions were added to the interview so that a
cl-ear picture of the family and circumstances could be
understood. They included the f ol_Iowj-ng:
o

Who

were the members of your family when you were growlng

up?

e

How many members

were in your family that lived with you?

Throughout the interviews, it became neccesary to
clarify many of the statements given hy the participants of
the study. Certain questions were used for this purpose
(See Appendix A)

.

Recrui tment and f ntervi_ ew proce s s

Participants of the study were recruited from a child
protection unit of one largle metropolitan human service
agency. Social workers were asked to shared. recruitment
literature with clients who they felt were good historians
and coul-d articul-ate their story wel-I. Interested clients
were asked to caII the researcher to sign up for the stud.y.
After the participants were selected for the studyr €ach
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participants of the study was interviewed on two separate
occasions in their homes, and each session took
approximatefy sixty-minutes. Each session was taperecorded. It was advised that a tape recorder be used and
that the intervj-ew not be so rong as to fatique the
researcher and the participant (Bogan & Taylor, 1gT5) .
Then, the tape-recorded personar experiences were
transcribed into a written narrative for the purpose of
analyses and interpretation. Both the transcripts and
audiotapes were kept confidential with no identifylng names
on either. All of the records were kept in a l_ocked
cabinet while the study was being implemented, and at the
end of the research, the audiotapes and transcripts were
destroyed.

rn this phenomenologicar approach, the researcher
should try to get at the conscious }ever of a person. A
researcher that uses this approach typically uses
interviews or extended conversations as a source of their
data- This data is referred to as a t*personal document.,,
Bogrdan and Taylor (1975) use the terminologry "personal_
document" and define it as the written materiar that
reveals a person' s li f e story in their own words . persona]
documents can include diaries, letters, autobiographj-es,
and transcripts of long and open-ended interviews. fn this
study, personal documents derived from the semi-structured
interviews allowed me to study the facets of my
participants that were not directly observabre. Each

1'1
LI

interview all-owed me to gain an intimate view of how the
participants thought about their childhood and adult Iife
experiences, what relationships they had and what kind of
events were important to them. And finatly. this approach
enabled me to view the participants in relationship to her

family history.
rmportant" skill
l-istening, observing,
the subject (Rudestam
researcher acquired a

s f or the researcher incruded
and forming an empathic allj-ance with
& Newton, 19gz) . rn this study, the
transcribed. narrative from the
recorded tapes of the intervj-ews. After the researcher
obtained a1I of the informatj-on from each participant, the
data was reduced, reconstructed, and anaryzed as a pub1ic
document- The researcher then tried to be coqnizant of the
general themes and patterns that permeated the data and
frequently reviewed the material to acquire the final indept interpretation.
"

serected participants of the study were asked one
question in the first interview session and then during the
return second interview, they were asked to affirm the

facts and themes of the first interview, At this tlme,
additional questions were asked. to help with clarification.
Participants were asked. to share a portion of their
chil-dhood experiences with the researcher (see Append.ix A)
The maj-n intervj-ew question was "What was it like being

raised in your famir /'?

rn asking this question,

each

0

-1
ZO

participant shared with me their story about their feelings
growing up in their families and how it affected their
views on maturity and responsibility. During the second
interview, participants were asked other questions that
specifically rel-ated to thelr family, maturity, and
respons ibi Ii ty . Af ter intervi ewing the two women r drr
analyses and consolidation of the central themes and
patterns were collated.
The ultimate goal of this research was to identify

ibl-e alternative approaches or ideas to
'troubled" families,

poss

ass

i st

Research Design

This phenomenology research study depended upon the
contributions of rrolunteer participants and the quality of
the interpretation. AIl interested clients were asked" to
contact the researcher to express interest in the study and
to schedule a mutually agreeable time and place to meet.
(See appendix D) .

After acguiring each participant, s
autobiographical information, the transcribed material was
described and analyzed. Bogdan & Taylor ( 1 995 ) states that
data can be analyzed in two different ways. One way is to
code the data in terms of themes and hypotheses, and the
second way is to analyze and to present data in terms of a
cohesive }ife story. The former was adopted for the
purpose of this study. Central themes and concepts were
identified through this phenomenologicar qualitative
approach- The use of descriptions and quotations were also
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used to report the findings.

Other techniques that were

used to analyze this research material included:

(1)

reading through carefully all of the data; 12) coding
experiences of participants life; and ( 3 ) taking note of
important events and experiences.
Through this research of "troubl-ed" famil-ies, the

researcher was able to identify al-ternative and additional

ideas to be used in regard to " troubl-ed" f amilies to break
the intergrenerat ional- cycl e .
Analysis

A phenomenological analysis was used to interpret, the
transcribed narrative received from interviewing the
participants of the study. According to Patton (1990) he

states that one needs to follow six steps in interpreting
the data. The first step he states that one must be aware
of their personal- bias and el-iminate personal involvement
wi th the sub j ect material- . The second step he states that
one must reduce the text by identlfying key phrases and
statements that directly address the phenomenon in
guestion. The next step is to interpret the meaning of
these phrases or statements and obtain the subjects,
interpretation of the phrases of statements. The fourth
step involves evaluating the meaning for what the
partlcipants divulge about the essential-r recurring
features of the phenomenon being studied. The fifth step
is to offer a preliminary statement about the phenomenon in
terms of the essential recurring ideas identified in the
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previous statement. The final step is to devefop a
definitive statement as it relates to the phenomenon being
studied. In this case/ what does maturity and
responsibility look Iike in a "dysfunctional" family and to
what extent did the participants learn from their parent to
be mature and responsible?

Characteristics of the Study Population
The participants in this study came from a child
protection unit of a metropolitan county human service
agency. The researcher of this study selected two women
who were at l-east 30 years of age or ol-der. Participants
were asked to answer the questions listed on the previous
paqes. Focus of the research was on their chil-dhood
experiences, and what they ccul-d recall- about being raised
in their family. For this reason, it was beneficial for
the participants of the study to be able to articul-ate wel-land be a good historian.
Data Collection Instruments

As mentioned earlier, the instrument utilized in this

study was a specific set of questions (See Appendix A) used
during a semi-structured interviewing process. After each
interview, personar documents were deveroped from the

transcribed recorded-tapes. The personal documents were
then analyzed into research data in terms of themes and
concepts.
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Measurement Issues
The measurement issues

of this study invol-ved the

following:

(a) Measurement error. In an effort to reduce the
measurement error in this study, the researcher
collaborated with the participants of the study.
Participants were given an opportunity to give the
researcher feedback on the information that was
shared during the interview.
(b) Rel-iability and val-idity. The rel-iabilrty of
this study was based upon the extent of agreement or
consistency between the interviewer and
interviewees. After the first interview, the
researcher returned to the participant to confirm
the main ideas, key patterns, and statements of the
interviewee. The interviewee confirmed the
information that was shared with the researcher and
it was correct about 70% of the time. The random
error of measurement is not excessive, and therefore
the data (information and themes selected) are
reIiable.
using the anarytical- trianguration approach, the
researcher was ahl-e to val-idate this study.

The

participants of the study reviewed the flndihgs,
and were ahre to response to the researcher and
agreed with the concrusions of the themes. There
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was no disagreement about the interpretation of the

information. Therefore, the study was val-id.
Protection Procedures of Human Subjects
As a way of preventing harm and violation of rights to
all- participants of this study, the researcher applied for
approval from the rnstitutional Review Board (rRB) of
Augsburg college.

The rRB number is 2000-21-1. A]so, the

participants were informed of the risks and benefits of
participating in this study via the informational- sheet and
consent form (See Appendix C & D). At the time of the
study, each one of the participants was involved in therapy
and had a therapist. A1so, the researcher informed the
participants that they courd, at any time, stop the
interview or participation in the study.
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CHAPTER

IV

FINDINGS & DISCUSSION OF THE

Overvi

STUDY

ew

principal findings and discussion of each of the
research questions pertaining to maturity and
responsibility within " dysfunct j-onal-" f amil-ies in an
American culture are covered in this chapter. The first
part of the chapter introduces the ma j or f indings f ol- Iowed
by the characteristics of the participants of the study.
The next s ect ions des cribe and out l- ine the common themes
and patterns noted in the two " dysfunct j-onal" f amilies .
The

The last two sections of the chapter describe and discuss

the findings of the two research questions.
Characteristics of the participants
The two women who participated in this study were in
the age range of 35 40 years of age. Both had been
invol-ved with a county child protection services. In order
to protect the conf idential-ity of the participants, they
are referred to as Anna and Mary.
Anna is a divorced mother of three chil-dren. She was

married at the age of l-J, and worked for approximately 15
years before becoming i11 and. hospltalized for treatment
of her major depression. She was raised in a two-parent
family with an ol-der and younger brother and one older
sister - Her family lived in a trailer house and they moved.
around a l-ot during her childhood years.
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hospital-ized during her i11ness, ChrId
Protection Services (CPS ) took custody of her chi l_dren and.
placed them in a foster home. Anna does not have a high
When Anna was

school diploma but woul-d like to eventually qo back to
schooJ. Both her mother and father are still married but
are now residing in separate nursing home.
Mary is a divorced mother of two daughters. She has
been married twice and is now questioning her co-dependency

th men . Mary stated that she was in d.eni aI about her
drinking probl-em. she rost her j oh, home, and custody of
her chil-dren approximately arr the same time. cps took
custody of her chil-dren due to neglect. Mary was raised in
a two-parent family with one younger sister and brother and
one older brother. Mary stated that when she was drinking,
she was not interested in receiving professional- help unti]
her chi ldren were taken away f rom her hy CPS . Her chi 1dren
were praced in a foster home whir-e she participated in
treatment - Now, she is presently working towards regaining
custody of her children. Mary's parents are stiII married
and are livlng together.
wi

In summary, Anna and Mary were both raised. in a twoparent family where their mothers stayed at home to raise
the chil-dren. Both their f athers were emproyed and
provi-ded a home for their families. Both

women

(participants of the study) have had their chil-dren placed
in the custody of a CPS. Now as adults, both participants
have their own apartment and are participanting in therapy

2tr.

JJ

to work through their personal issues.
This study examined the lives of these Lwo women and
identified central themes and patterns which typify their
maturity and responsibility or l-ack there of brought about
by their experiences in childhood. The following sections
elaborate on these findings.
Introduction to Eindings
The first

research question was, "To what extent did
the participants learn to be mature and responsihl-e

individual-s from their parents?" Both of the participants
of the study learned, copied, and imitated to a great
extent parental behaviors and attrj-butes that related to
maturity and responsihility. Some of the highlights of the
f indings incl-uded:
' Each participant experienced some o f the probl-ematic
issues that their parents' experienced.. Anna hecame
depressed like her mother,'Mary became an alcohol-ic Iike

her father.
' Each participant expressed the fact that they were not
shown love in their family and therefore, it has been
drfficult for them to show their children affection.
' Participants were financially responsible for their
family, and developed a work ethic.
The next research question was "What does maturity
and responsibility look rike in families that were
identified as dysfunctionar? what was found in this
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phenomenological study is that:

o Each participant was able to easily describe what it
meant to her to be responsible. They found it more
difficult to describe maturity or describe behaviors of
maturi ty

.

. Maturity meant responsibility to them.
Responses from the participants on what the parental
maturity behaviors look rlke seemed. to be based. upon
behaviors of their mothers and fathers. In the following
sections, the coiltmon themes and patterns are outlined and
then the first research questions responses were examined
and compared with that of the Globa1 Criteria of Maturity
( Pikunas, 1 97 6 ) and the next research guestion
was
identified and compared to the definitions of maturity and
re spons

ibr 1 i ty .
Research Question

One

Question: "what was it riked being raised in your
famiry?" was asked to exprore the phenomena of, "To what

extent did the participants l_earn to be mature and
responsibl-e indlviduals f rom their parents ? f n exami-ning
the responses from participants, behaviors from the parents
and the participants were identified and compared to the
Gl-obal criteria of Maturity (pikunas, lgl 6) .
Before the analysis of the behaviors and attributes
are described, a brief summary account of how the
participants perceived their f amil-ies is described be1ow.
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The participants'

fathers

seem

to be the centrar

characters in both of these " dysfunctional,,, f amilies .
Participants talked more about their fathers, had more
feelings about their fathers, and were able to articulate
more information ahout their fathers.

Everything in the
family evolved around the fathers and their behaviors. Both
fathers are described for the most part in a very negative
way. Anna described her father as a workaholic, violent,
selfish, and intellectuatty bril-l-ant. Mary describes her
f ather as an aJcohoric, viorent, hlqhry crit j_car,
prejudice, and moody. Their mothers were mostly described
as playing an important role as an educator to the chil-dren
on personal and social manners. It seemed that the parents
in both families did not possess many of the traits that
Heath (1991) describes as qualities of a good parent that
incl-ude

+
+
+
+
+

:

Patience, humor, calmness
A loving 1 dffectionate attitude
Openness and empathy

Respect for chi Id
Pl-

ayf

u] invo l-vement and en j oyment o f chi dren
l_

o using problem sorving skirts in chird rearing.
rt appeared that the fathers seemed to care less about
the feelings and need.s of their wives and chil_dren. II
al-so seemed that is was okay for the fathers to vent thei r
frustrations by viorently disciprining the children,
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emotionally ignoring or degrading the chil-dren by calling
them derogatory names . It woul-d appear that commun ication
within the family was not val-ued along with the parents not
being able to show any l-ove or af f ection to their chi ldren.
The following excerpts are from the interviews when each
participant was asked, *what was it like being raised in
your fami ly?"
Anna stated:
"rt was fine. some of what they were doing was
wonderful. They taught us the importance of work. My
mother gave us reriglon, and education. when in grade
school, the family went on tripsr we were togrether as
a family. There was no fighting, hardly. rt was a
perfect family. we always had to move around because
there was more money to be mad.e . He (Dad) arways went
where there was more money. so we were up-rooted. a
l-ot and r didn't make a lot of close friends. when r
was a teenager, my mother started drinking and then
everything went to hell. My mother was d.rinking and.
my father was a workahoric. she wourd read the Bibre
every night but would be drunk, we (the chirdren)
were ignored. They wourd pay us kids no attention.
rt was rike we weren/ t there at all_. My mother and
father were both very abusive. one time, ffiy mother
hit me in the head with a broom and it made my ear
bl-eed, and my father shot a gun off at my sister,
bare r y mi s s ing her . He woul-d get mad and. throw things
and hit us kids with his fist.
when my mother drink,
she would wear a negligee in front of my friends. so,
r wourdn't have my friend.s come over any more. r was
embarrassed. And she woul-d invite my sisLer and her
boyfriend over and then she wourd start drinking with
them. My sister was in a foster home because she was
out of control. she wou]d stay out al_l- night. she
wouf d stay away f or two days at a t ime . she woul_d.
bring boys home and my parents wourd wake up and find
them lying on the couch with her. She was
disrespectfur but she tried to help us. she carred.
child protection to try and get the court to put us in
a foster home so that mom and dad could work on their
problems . My dad went to court and it did.n' t go
anywhere after that.
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Al-so my mother had some bi zarre thinking. she thought
that my sister was having an affair with my father. r
got married at the age of 71 because r wanted to get
away f rom my parents . Af ter a week of marr j-age, r
wanted to come home and my mother said, you made your
bed, now ray in it. During those ereven years of
marriager ily husband was abusive toward me and just
rike my father was to my mother, r stuffed everything
stress and all."

Mary stated:
"rt had its ups and downsl d rot of positives and
negatives. My parents took us to church every week
and we rearned prayers/ and manners. we always said
oMr-, Mrs., Ms., to al-l the adurts. My mother played
board game with us. we grew up rearry poor. A lots
of hugs and kisses r rnostly f rom my mother. My parents
gave us a lot of moral-s about sex and dating. They
taught us how to save money...even if it was a dime. My
mother sat down with us girrs and talked to us about
puberty and taught us how to cook, And the negatives,
my dad had a habit of punishing us at the dinner
table. scolding us in what we did wrong and. r
remembered r courdn' t eat . He woul_d bring up our
report cards right when we sat down (to eat) and
started yelling about it. He wourd cut us down on the
way that we did chores. He wourd have us do things
over two and three times . He wourd cal_ l-ed us names
and tease us. He was always pointing out the
neqatives. And r grew up in a family that cel-ebrated.
everything with a1cohol. Even before meals, it was a
tradition, fry dad is Russian, ar-r- the kids took a shot
of whiskey before they ate. our family is cathoric
and my father, to this day, he is stirl prejudice. He
doesn't rike Afro-Americans, hippies-my dad is rike

Archie Bunker.

The purpose of this question was to gather information
to answer the research question, " To what extent did the

participants in their childhood learn to be mature and
responsibre from their parents, hehavioy?,, The forrowing
section discusses the findings to this question by
exstrapol-ating comments from the narratives and comparing
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them to the Global Criteria of Maturity (Pikunas, 1976)

.

Discussion of Question Number One
The extent to which each of the participants of the
study emul-ated or learned their parents' behaviors through

observation and reinforcement was to a high d.egree. rn
this section, behaviors of each family were extrapolated
from the narrative data and compared them to the Globa1

criteria of Maturity (see appendix D.) Because pikunas
(1976), considered responsibility as one of the criterj-a, s
in his definition of maturity, it will from now on in this
study be considered as one of the nine characteristics of
maturity.
Global criteria of Maturity & the Families
Differential

Res ponsrveness.

s criterion re fers to
when a person is abl-e to respond appropriatefy to his/her
outside world in an effort to gain certain outcomes. In
Anna's and Mary's family, both of their fathers held down a
job to support their families. Their fathers had to act
appropriately on the j ob t,o maintain employment but as we
know, there was some dif f icurty in the home. rt woul_d
appear that on their jobs, they behaved appropriately,
understood the realities of being on the job and the
rel-ationships, and were sensitive to self and others on the
job. Alr these attributes are characteristics of
dif ferential- responsiveness. Anna's took on her father, s
work ethnic, and worked 15 years as an adult until she had
Thi
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a mental- breakdown. Mary also fol-l-owed in the footstep of
her father. She worked and was responsible in raising her
children until her alcoholism took over and ruled her ]1fe.
she lost her j ob, her house, and her chil-dren arr due to
her compulsive behavior. Both of the participants of the
study followed in the pattern of one of their parents, and
were for a time abl-e to respond appropriately to the
outs ide worl-d to retain employment . According to the
def inition, both the participants and the parents f ul f ill-ed
this particuJar criterion of maturity.

This criterion refers to one's
ability to depend on him/herself and to manage one,s
affairs and make decisions apart from a husband or wife.
rn Anna's and Mary's famiry, the fathers were abre to
achieve this interdependence but both of the mothers were
not. Mary commented about her father that, "What he said
went." This seems to indicate to me that her mother had no
voice in the declslons of the household, and her opinion
was not valued. Mary commented that her mother was "just a
housewife." Anna's mother, on the other handt arrowed the
al-coho1 to take control- of her Ii f e, So the f athers were
interdependent and the mothers were not. Both Anna and
Mary states that they followed in the ways of their mothers
by marrying a man }i ke their f athers control- I ing and with
some kind of compulsive behavior. According to this
criterion, the participants followed in the footsteps of
their mothers, and therefore, lack this aspect of maturity.
Interdependence.
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Participative Activit y. This criterion refers to a
person's ability to act on his or her initiatj-ve, set
goaIs, and involves the whole person in actlvities.
Again,
the fathers of both of the participants were abl-e to act on
their ideas and set goals to the extent that they could
financially afford them. It would appear that the mothers,
were bound emotionally and financially by their husband, s
wishes . Neither one of the mothers had a j ob nor did they
and the children participate in activities to the extent
that their fathers enjoyed the interaction without being
coerced. The participates, later on in their Iives, copied
the relationship of their parents, mother being subservient
to the husband. Both of the participants conrmented on the
fact that their relationship to their hushand was the same
as their parents. According to this crj-terion, the
participants again followed" in the footsteps of their
mothers, and lacked this aspect of maturity.
Application of

Knowl- edge

and Experience.

This

criterion refers to a person ability to choose need.s over
wants - Neither participant of the study was able to
substantiate this criterion.
Experience. Thi s criterion refers to
a person's ability and willingness to share with family
and/or spouse emotionally significant experiences. Both of
these fami-lies operated on a "closed,, system (see pages 23
& 24 for definition) . Anna and Mary cornmented on how
little their fathers communicated. and interacted with them
Communlcatlon of

AA

on a personal basis other than when they were being
punished. Their mothers inter-acted more with them

as

children when they were in grade school than when they were
teenagers. Neither Anna nor Mary expressed an emotional
closeness with either of their parents as they were growing
up or any wilringrness to share in any emotionalry
signif icant experi-ences, According to this criterj-on, both
families Lack this guality of maturity.
Sensitivity to the Needs of Others. This criterion
refers to a person's ability to be sensitive to the needs
of others instead of his/her own need.s taklng priority.
Even though one father is an alcoho]ic and the other one is
a workaholic, they did not seemed to be sensitive to the
children. Anna stated that her f ather was sel- f ish. She
did not expound upon this statement except to say that her
mother took money out of her father's bill-fold when he was
sleep in order to buy clothes for the kids. Anna then
stated that she did the same thing to her husband. because
he woul-d not give her money and she had no other source of
income. Mary commented on the fact that her father called
the chifdren derogatory names and was very critical and
demanding on how they completed their chores. As adults,
both participants are trying to he more sens itive to t.heir
chil-dren needs especially, ES it rel-ates to showing 1ove to
their children. Both stated. that their parents did not show
affection toward them and they are now uncomfortable in
showing l-ove to their chirdren. According to this
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criterion, both families lack the maturity in expressrng
sensitively to the needs of others.
DeaI

in

Constructive Iy with Frustration.

This

criterion refers to the fact that a person learns ways to
express his desires and emotions without hurting others or
hrm/hersel- f . I t seemed. that hoth f athers in the f ami Iy
inflicted pain and hurt upon the members of their families
but in the interviewsr r,either participant stated any
specific frustration that their father's were experienclng.
For this reason, there is not enough information to
substanitate whether or not any family member was able to
constructively deal with frustration.
Willingness to Assume Responsibilities, Thi
criterion refers to a person's abilities and readiness to
make good judgement (to be dependabl_e and rel_iabre) in
regrards to a person' s status, dutles, and obrigation. Both
Anna's and Mary's fathers were in part responsible
individuals- According to the definition t a person who is
dependable and reliabre in regard to his/her status,
duties, and obligation is responsible. Both f athers coul-d

be described as fulfilling their financial obligatj-ons but
not necessarily fulfilling their duties and status as a
parent. The participants of the study could be described
as being in the same scenario. As mothers, they
financially fuIfill their obligations hut as a parent to
their children, they failed their duties as a parent. When
both of the participants had to have CPS intervene in order

lts

1J

to provide safety for their children, they were not being
responsibl-e. In turn, both the mothers and f athers of the
participants were not responsible as a parent. They did
not possess a lot of qualities of being a good parent (See
page 40 for list of grood parental qualities.)
According to
this criterion, the famil-ies lacked this aspect of being
mature.

This criterion refers to when a
person assimiJates ethical and moral principles as a basis
for their behavior and adult personality. Pikunas (1976)
states that a morally mature person guides himself in terms
of these standards and goa1s. The ethical and moral
character of each of the families is questionable. From
the narratives of both families, it appears that three
major issues could be identified as ethical- and mora]
issues. They include (1) how the parents of the
participants disciprine their chirdren; (z) how they
communicate with their children; and (3) how they nurtured
and provi-ded guidance to their chil-dren. According to this
criterion and these few but major issues, both famil-ies and
the participants lack maturity in this area.
Moral- Character.

To summarize, participants of the study possess

behaviors possibly gained through the imulation or copying

of their parents, behavlor. They have:
(1

) Developed a strong work ethic.

(2) Put their needs before their children.
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3

)

Handl-

ed f rustrat ion any way they can though the

use of alcohoL (Mary) and becoming depressed
lRnna )

.

) Developed a co-dependency with their partner.
(5) Accepted the philosophy that a man of the
(

4

household dicates aIl the rules.

(6) Promoted a "closed" family system.
(1) Financially supported their family.
The seven behaviors listed above are alI associated

with the nine traits of the Gl-obal- Criteria of Maturity.
To concrude, it woul-d appear that both of these
participants inherited/copied seven out of the nine traits
l-isted in the Gl-obal- Crlteria of Maturity (See Appendix E) .
But more importantly, the parents and the participants were
identified as possessing only two out of the nine maturity
traits. To me this woul-d indicate that when a parent of a
family cannot dispray mature behavior, it is rikery that
the chil-dren cannot have enough of their needs fulfilled in
order to qrow into mature adults.
Research Question

Two

Question: "What does it mean to you for a person to
a mature and responsible individual-? rn what ways, di,c
your parents show their maturlty/ responsibility? This
question

was

used to explore the phenomena, '. What does

maturity

and

responsihility rook 11ke in famiries that

be

were
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ident i f i ed as dys f unct j-onal ?',

The

participants

responded

with the following:
Anna defined maturity as a parent being responsible

for his/her family. She stated:
"My father was mature in the way that he always
hel-d down a j ob and my mother, r d.on, t think was
very mature becaus e she thought about her need.s
and she didn,t have time for us.,,
Artna def ined responsibility as: taking responsihility
for your actions. she states that when one is a
responsible person they:
oDon't try to manipulate people, don't stear from
people; if you done something wrong, you need to
own up to it and not blame it on someone else.
Being a good rol_e model for your child.ren; do
things in a safe and responsibre way rike r don't
have boyfriends sleep here.,,
Anna's thoughts about her parents she states:
" r f they were mature, flv mother woul_d have taken
responsibility for her behavior and. got some therapy,

and maybe woul-d have gone to AA and gotten some herp.
My father and her needed to get into marital_ therapy
and work these things out because they had probl_ems.
rnst.ead of drinking it awayr or working yourserf to
death, hiding everything, they shourd have worked on
them and that, s maturity, I think .,,

Mary defined maturity as:
o
Parents being open-minded and not hlamingr others,
trying to have a better life, wll-Iing to get help with
their probl_ems, look at their mi stakes, and provide
f or your chi ldren .,,
Mary defines responsibility as:
" Being the provider, herping children growr rrrdking
grood and better choices, provide a home and
shelter and warm clothes, making sure homework is
doner r^ro physicals abuse being safe in the
home, and no name calring.
Her parents were good
providers but emotionarry and. physicalty, they
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t the best parents. I felt that my mother
wasn't abusive but in a way to 1et it happen, she
wasn't responsible."
Mary's thoughts about her parent,s maturity and
responsibility: Mary f eIt that her parents weren' t mat.ure
but were responsible.
weren'

In considering both of the participants' responses, it
was easier for the participants to define and cite examples
of their parents being ttresponsibilj-ty." when it came to
defining and explaining maturity, it was far more difficult
for both to express what they thought maturity should be.
The term o responsibility" seemed to have had more meanj-ngs
to the participants than the word "maturity.,,
Discussion of euestion Two
What does maturity and responsibillty look like

1n

famil-ies that are identified as "dysfunctional-?" Accordlng
to the definition from Pikunas (1916), in order for one to
be mature, he/she must possess certain quatities. Of the
nine ( 9 ) qualities of maturity I responsibility is included
as one of the characteristics of being maturity.
As you can see from the narratives, both participants
were quite prolific

responsibility.

in describing behavioral act s of
when asked about '.maturitt', the y cited

fewer words.
In summaryr Anna's described her parents, behavior
be

ing responsible Iike

traits

as

litany of do and donrt. AII the
she describes are negative attributes.
There was
an
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not one positive characteristic. As Anna commented on her
responsibility, she felt that she was working on several
j,ssues related to improve her depression.
Mary provided me with a better well-rounded set of

traits.

She felt that the basic necessities were of

importance aspects if one was to be responsible.
Anna f el-t that her f ather was mature because he, " held

a job." Mary, on the other hand, describes maturity
as Iess materialistic.
She cited emotional attributes as
maturity being open minded, willingness to get help for
probl- ems , et c . The di f f erence between the two part i cipant s
was that Anna felt her parents were mature as Mary felt her
parents were not mature.
down

In continuing to look into these families, the next
section will identify common themes and patterns discovered
between the two families.
Patterns Between the Participants
The following were the common patterns and. themes,
identified from the interviews:
Common

1. Both of the participants felt as child.ren that their
f amiries were normar and l-ike every other f amiIy.
Anna stated: " It (her f amily) was a normal

fami1y."
Mary stated, oyou didn't rook at mistakes in my famiry
and there were no problems. Everything was
good, happy, and nice. I thought my family was

a regular family.

2

- Both participants

had one parent who was an al-cohol-ic.
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Simandle (1993) states that a family can

become

dysfunctional if any compulsive behavior is present. He
furthers impl-ies that any situation where the "outer
circumstances seek control rather than facilitater"
such
as in the cases of the alcohol- taking control of ones
life, one cannot develop a strong inner sense of serf,
personal power or life ski]1 competency. Anna's mother
and Mary's father were both arcoholics and this had an
tramatic impact upon each family.
Anna's mother was an arcohofic and began to drink a
l-ot

when Anna was a teenager. Anna stated that:
"[f,hen I was a teenagerr my mother started
drinking and my father threw himself into his
work. She would be drunk but reading the BibIe

every night."

3

Mary's father was the alcohoric in the family.
Mary stated that:
" r grew up in a family that cerebrated everything
with alcohol...Easter, Christmas, birthday
cel-ebrations , and everything...before our mears it
was a tradition, ny dad 1s Russian. Arr the kids
t.ook a shot of whiskey before they ate. My dad
woul-d drink to the point of passing out.,,
Both dads of the participants were violent and punished
the children severely. Anna stated:
"My mother and father were both very abusive--not
a l-ot but in a few instances they were. My mother
hit me in the head with a broom and it made my
ear bleed. And my father shot a gun off at my
sister, barery mi-ssing her. And he wourd get mad
and throw things, when we knew that we were in
troubre, we woul-d hide in the cl-oset and he wourd
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come and
agaj-n.

hit us wit,h his fist,

time and time

Mary stated:
"when r went to school and r remembered carling
someone a Jew. I really didnrt know what that
meant. r guess r thought that it was something
funny, And r got in trouble and didn't know why.
You know, I heard it at home. My dad would.
punish us by whipping with a belt across the
back.
4

Parents provided little emotiona1 support for their
chi ldren. Anna stated:
Her parents * paid no attention to us at al_ r .,' r t
was like we weren't there at alr. They ignored
us."
Mary stated:
"My parent send a lot of mix messages rike they
were roving but yet my dad did.n, t show emotions.
r kind of always felt that they were loving but
yet r fert kind of alone and ronery. r prayed in
my room a l_ot al_one.

q

Both dads seemed to be frustrated because of their
careers. Anna's father did not have a high schoor

but their famiry had a hiqh regard for his
intell-ectual abilities. Mary, s father hurt 1s hack and
had to come to the cites to make a riving. Anna
dipl-oma

stated:
He dropped out o f s choo] and then at that t ime,
he didn' t need a high schoo] dipl-oma . peopf e

ust quite school- and they f ound j obs . He took
carcul-us in schoor and he was very smart.
j

Mary stated:
"My father arways talked about going back to the
farm- He was a third or fourth generation
f armer . "

As you can gather from these

common themes

between the
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two families, a compulsive behavior is involved in each of
the famil-ies. Anna's mother was the al-coholic, and Mary's
father was the alcoholic in the family. The rest of the
patterns seem to focus around physical or emotional abuse.
The parents did not provide emotional support or
encouragement in a positive manner to the children,

The

mothers seem to have ]ow serf-esteem by the way they
all-owed the husbands to dictate the rules and behaviors in
the family. Friel and Friel (1988) states that in order to
have hearthy families, chil-dren's needs for security,
warmth, nurturance, and guidance need to be met most of the

time. AJso, in order for children to enter into adul-thood,
f amil-ies must guard against the promotion of dys f unctional
family patterns specifically any thing that can d.amage the
child's sel-f-esteem (Heath, 1991) .
rn these f amilies, as virginia satir (1,glz) stated, o a
system ( family) will stay the same until it dies naturally
or something happens . " rn these two f amil_ ies, the
participants of this study might not have received help
with their problems had child protection agency had not
intervene. The question here is, is there a better,
quicker way of getting hetp to people in need before the
damage is done to the next generation?
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Strengths and Limitations of this Study
One strength

of this study was that it is the first of
its kind to research omaturit1/' and 'responsibitity'' within
*dysfunctj-onal" famil-ies. Several studies have focused"
upon different facets of maturity and dysfunctional

famil-ies or
concepts

members

but nothing that combined all three

.

Another strength of the study is that it used a
phenomenological approach to study the " l-ived" experiences

of the participants. Participants were interviewed and the
interviews were taped recorded to be transcribed into data
for the study.
Another strength of the study is that it explored the
personal stories of dys functional women . Partic j-pants were

involved in the process. They were abl-e to share their
childhood experiences, to refl_ect upon their parents,
maturity, and to confirm the findings of the researcher.
limitation of the study is the fact that t,he study
evolved around a very smarl sampling of a greater
population of " dysfunct j-onal-" f amiries . By no means can
this study be representative of the whole population of
dysfunctional famil-ies because only a small faction of a
One

"

dysfunctional_" f amilies were explored.

C.A

Jq

CHAPTER V
CONCLUSION

Concl-us

& IMPLICATIONS

ion

According to this study, maturity was modeled very

little in the families, Participants were abl-e to
articulate well what it meant to be responsible but when it
came to identifying behavior that they felt were mature,
they had a more difficult time. It definitety appears from
this study that when a family or individual have a hiqh
degrree of dysfunction, it is more di f f icult f or them to
possess many maturity traits.
Unfortunately, Eried.mann,
MeDermut, solomon, €t al (1997 ) state that f amil_ies of
depressed parents show the highest level- of dysfunction
followed by famil-ies with al-coholic parents, and then with
members of a familles who have an adjustment disorder. In
this study, Anna's mother was an alcoholic and depressed
and her father was a workaholic. rn Mary's family, her
father was the alcoholic. rn comparing arl the
characteristics to the maturity scaIe, the participants
alongr with their parents lack most of the traits for being
mature.

rn society, we probably tal-k more about the
oresponsibilitf in the famil-ies, at schoor,
and on the
j ob . who hasn' t heard the words , o you have t.o be more
responsibl-e !" But who has heard., * you have to be more
mature." It seems that we talk more about responsibility
than we do about maturity. But as a society, we need to
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talk more about what it is to be mature. We need to place
more emphasis on maturity in adults so that those of us who
work with families and child.ren can foster positive
feerings, and hetp to break the perpetuar cycre of the
intergenerational- "dysfunctional family.
Compulsive individuals who are in "dysfunctional,,

families have maintained and probably will continue to Iive
in an addictive lifestyle that is harmful- to family and al1
of those around them. According to simandle (1993), a
dysfunctional person is anyone who processes a compul-sive
behavior and seeks to control others rather than to build
or promote their sel- f -esteem. Thi s dys functional ity comes
from one who has grown up during their childhood with low
self-esteem and integrity (Larsen, 1gg5) . And without
self-esteem, there can be no maturity because sel-f-esteem

is the foundation for maturity.
Implications
The overall implication for this study indicates that
we need to consider omaturitf as an important aspect of

having a "healtht'' family in this society. In order for an
individual- to become mature, he/she had to been raised in a
family that provlded securityr wdrmth, nurturance, and
guidance during his/her childhood. Thereby developing a
"hea1thy'' self-esteem and identity.

This self-esteem l-eads
to self-actualization where this allows an individual to
grow into maturity. As an adult, an individual woul-d be
abl-e to provide a "hearth/, rol-e mode] to his family, to
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those around him at work, or in the community.

Implications for Social Work
Within this study, implication for social work woul-d
incruded the ideal that when working with * troubred,,
families, it is of the upmost importance to examine the
lever of maturity in a family, and identify ways of
enchaning sel- f -esteem throughout the f amily. Thi s i s where
the strength's perspective wilr be a useful tool_ to a
social worker. r f a f amif y' s ser f -esteem can j_mprove, the
possibilities of becoming mature and less dysfunctional
coul-d occur.

rn this day and age of brief therapy, and rimited
j-nsurance funds for individuals or families, I believe that
a quick and easy *Maturity' scale should be developed to
identify areas of conflict in a family. By converting the
" Gl-obal- criteria of Maturity'' into a inventory or
questionnaire, the results could be used to select specific
written information corresponding to each of the criterion.
This tool would provide famiries and members a l-ess
intrusive way of assisting a family if they wanted to study
it at home instead of going into an office for therapy.
Even though parents in this kind of family may resist this
he1p, their chil-dren may reach out for he1p. Age
appropriate information and suggestions on topic areas
could be developed and disseminated. rn turn,
professional-s in the school-s and the coflrmunity need to
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assess their skill-s on how they conrmunicate and provide
nurturance and guidance to all children and families in the
performance of their duties so that there would be l-ess

viofence, l-ess mentar/emotional- stress, and happier
students . Al-so, schoor systems could use such a
system/program. Teachers along with administrators would
be encouraged to assess their rever of maturity, and.
schools coul-d develop a curricul-um and teach a cl-ass on
*the famiry." As part of that crass, a unit on "how to
improve your sel- f -este€rrr " and " how to enhance a person,

s

environment" courd be taught. students could have an
opportunity to assess their famlly functioning and receive
sugrqtestions on ways

that they could appropriately

enhance

their family life.
rn social work poricy/ another Jook at how we as
social- workers provide services to families need to be
reassess. Not only shoul-d social workers be trained in the
Strengths Perspective (Saleebey, 1997 ) but al-so they couLd
be trained on specific technigues on building self-esteem.
As you recal1, a person cannot achieve maturity without
feeling good about themserves (pikunas, 1976). other
therapetic alternatives need to be added to an al_ready
establ-ished way of treatment programs such a parenting
cl-asses - We as social workers need to be instrumental 1n
always rooking for a better ways, innovative ways of
providing services to our clients. When the literature and.
findings of other studies conclude that one cannot qrow to
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maturity without posessing a hiqh self-esteem, it is only
fitting that a more positive approach to helping people
shoul-d be forth coming.
Future Research
Future research on maturity and responsibirity in
*dysfunctional" families should be studied in a variety of
ways. First of al-I I a maturity scal-e should be developed

for families in general- without any special- reference to
areas such as al-cohoI, drug abuse, etc. This quantitative
tooJ coul-d be developed to veri f y the d.egree of maturity
within dysfunctional families and to identify areas for
self-help or therapy. secondry, a stud.y like this one
shou1d be repeated wlth a larger sample size to prove that
dysfunctional- families do score low when compared to the
charactertistics of maturity. Thirdly, an easy and
unexpensive maturity scale should be developed for
assessment and intervention purposes - This instrucment
coul-d be used by anyone with a eighth grade readj-ng l-evel
and theraputic sugqestions woul-d accompany this assessment
tool.
Future studies should also include participants from
large group of men instead of women, two-parent and one-

a

parent families, excl-usivery. Fj,narryr Err evaluative
program should be developed to compare the effectiveness of
a self-esteem and maturity improvement proqram with that of
a parenting skills program.
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APPENDD( A

Interuiew Questions
(To be asked by the researcher)

F/ft,Sr INTE RVIEW gA ESTI ON
Main Questionl What

was

it like being

raised in

yourfamily?

SECOND INTERVIEW 8U ESTIONS

1.

Who did you consider to he members of yourfamily?
2. Hmp many were in your family thilt lived with you?
3. What does it mesn to you for fi person to be mature? In what wfiys, did your
parents how their maturity.
4. lllhat does it mean to you for fl person to be fl tesponsible individual? In what wflys
did your parent show that they were responsible people?

Probing Questions will include:

l.

Can you tell me more about that?

2. Can you remember what was said or done?
3.

Can you give me an example of that?

4.

What do you mean by that?

5.

What did that mean to you?

6.

Tell me more about that.

7.

Can you describe that?

8. I'm still not clear on that. What happened exactly?
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Appendix B
Recruitment letter to Social Workers in Child Protection Unit

Dear Social Worker.

My name is Ruthelle West

and I am currently in my final year of a Master in Social Work
Program at Augsburg College. As part of my program requirements, I must complete a
research study in an area of interest to me, and I need your help in identify three clients
for this study.

I

have chosen the topic of "troubled" families and I want to explore how women learn to
be mature and responsible adults. Most of the literature that I have found discusses the
different traits and characteristics of dysfunctional families and how they successfully or

not no successfully live their lives.

I

am looking for three women who are clients in the Child Protection Unit. They must be
good historians and be able to articulate well. Each will be paid $10.00 per session and
will be asked to participate in at least two separate interviewing session each.

Interviews will take place outside of the Agency and at a mutually agreed upon location.
Participants will be asked to share with me (l) their life as they were growing up, and (2)
to answer some questions as it relates to the role models in their families and how they
perceived different acts of maturity and responsibility. E,ach interview will be audio
taped and the tape will be transcribed for analysis.

If you feel thatyou have aclientthatwould liketo participate inthis study, please have
them call me by
(Phone #) _. If you or the client has any other
te) at
questions or concerns, also please call me. As soon as three participants have been
identified, I will contact your supervisor.
Thank you for all your time and consideration.
Sincerely,

Ruthelle West, MSW Student
Augsburg College
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APPENDIX C

Attention
Augsburg IRB Approval #2000-27-l

Wanted:
Women for resefirch study.
Requirements:
Participant must be a good historians and able to
articulate well. Also, must be between the ages 35- 55.

Topic:
Participants will be asked to share with reseilrcher (l)
their life as they were growing up, and (2) to answer some
questions as it relates to maturity and responsibility

Time commitment:
Participants will be asked to share their experiences in two
separate interviews - sixty (60) minutes in length at the
minimum.
Pay/Flonorarium:
fi 10.00 cash, per .se^s.e ion.
Contact Person:
Ruthelle West, MSW Student

Phone:
(6s t) 266-43ee
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APPENDD( I}
Recruitment Script

Hello, my name is Ruthelle West. (Social Worker's name) has told me that
he/she has spoken to you and that you may be interested in participating in my research

study. I understand that you have been told a little about my research study but I would
like to share a little bit more. I am currently in my final year of

a

Master in Social Work

Program at Augsburg College. As part of our program requirements, we must work on a
thesis, orresearch paper, in an area of interestto us. I have chosen the issue of families
and how they learn the traits of being mature and responsibte. Most of the literature that

I

have found discusses the different traits and characteristics of families and how they
impact their lives. Little is mentioned in the literature about these two areas. Therefore, I

would like to find out about your family experiences as a child and what is means to you
to be a mature and responsible adult.
The process entails approximately two 60-minute in-person interviews in which I

will

ask you a few questions.

I would like to audio tape the interview

so that

I

can

capture all that you have to say. I will then have the interview transcribed into a

document. To ensure confidentiality, the audiotapes and my notes will be destroyed
when I have finished my study and paper. You will also be asked to read through the
document of your interview for accuracy.

Participation in this study is completely voluntary. Whether you participate in
this study or not, it will have no effect on your services with Ramsey County. You will
receive an honorarium of $10.00 a piece for each session, whether or not you complete
the interview. Possible indirect benefits include helping the researcher and other social

work practitioners better understand families when they experience Iife long issues. you
may also benefit by reflecting on these events and identifying areas in which you would

Iike to learn more.

Do you think you would be interested in participating in my study? If yes, then I
would Iike to send a consent form to you and schedule a time and place to meet.

If no, thank you for your time.
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Appendix E

Confidentiality Form

This research study includes sensitive and confidential information about study

participants. This information is shared with you confidentially for the purpose of being
transcribed. By signing this from you are agreeing to not reveal names, identifying
information or any of the content of the interviews.

Name of Transcriptionist (Please print)

Signature

Date
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Appendix F
Findings
Trai ts

1.

ICB

Difference Responsiveness

Maturi ty

+

+

2.

Interdependence

+

(

)

3.

Participative Activity

+

(

)

Application of

4

Knor+ledge

& Experience

NEI

NEI

5.

Cornrnunication of Experience

+

(

)

6

Sensitivity to the Needs
of Others

+

(

)

Dealing Constructively

7

w/ Frustration

Willingness to
Responsibili ty

I.

9.

Mora1 Character

rcB

:

NET

:

(+) :
(-) :

I{E

I

NEI

Assume
+

+

+

(

)

Imi tated/eopied behaviors
Both participants and parents had same behavior
Both participants and parents did not have
behavior
Not enough information
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